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Rationale  

In 2018, as the European Parliament voted to double Europe’s 2015 renewable energy 
levels by 2030, it also allowed countries, power plants and factories to claim that cutting 
down trees just to burn them for energy fully qualifies as low-carbon, renewable energy1. It 
did so against the warning of 800 scientists2. Because meeting a small quantity of Europe’s 
energy use requires a large quantity of wood, and because of the example it sets for the 
world, this Directive profoundly threatens the world’s forests3. Why? Makers of wood 
products have generated electricity and heat from wood process wastes for decades. But 
although burning these wastes emits CO2, it benefits the climate because the wastes would 
quickly decompose and release their carbon anyway. The situation has now evolved: over 
the last decade, Europe has expanded its use of wood harvested to burn directly for energy, 
either from U.S. and Canadian forests in the form of wood pellets mostly derived from main 
stem and branches4, and by promoting the intensification of European forest exploitation 
for wood pellets like in several countries (France*, Romania, Slovakia, Sweden,…)5. 
Harvesting additional wood just for burning is likely to increase carbon in the atmosphere 
for decades to centuries3,6. Given the level of wood aimed at through the new Directive, 
this will probably require expanding harvests in forests all over the world3. Moreover, at the 
UNFCCC-COP23, tropical forest countries including Indonesia and Brazil jointly declared 
goals “to increase the use of wood … to generate energy as part of efforts to limit climate 
change”7. Once countries and powerful private companies become invested in such efforts, 
further expansion will become harder to stop8. The implication for conservation is double, 
with indirect effects through climate and direct effects on forest ecosystems. The Directive 
repeatedly cites a goal to preserve biodiversity, but its provisions will afford little protection 
as prohibitions on harvesting wood directly for bioenergy apply only to primary forests. 
Scientists and decision makers should educate themselves on this -still controversial9- issue 
likely of huge importance for conservation. 
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